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Control between 11:30am—3:30pm
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at

City Hall, 71 Main St, (off Bay St)
The Issues:
-Approximately 3000 cats and 300 dogs
are killed every year at the HAC
-No public adoptions offered
-Inconvenient opening hours for people
to reclaim their companion animals
-Only 72 hours hold time before killing
-No feral cat program
-No spay and neuter program
-No education program
The Solutions:
-Open up public adoptions
-Expand network of rescues
-Extend opening hours for working
people to reclaim their pets
-Give rescues & individuals more than
72 hours to save lives
-Stop picking up people's pets respond to complaints only
-Trap, Neuter, Return (TNR) program
-Low, cost high volume spay and neuter
clinic or rebate program to use with
existing vets
-Public education programs, and more
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Join our Facebook group,
“Hamilton Animal Control Stop the Killings” (HAC-STK)
http://doiop.com/hac-stk
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Write the Mayor & Councillors to
demand change. Sample letter &
all email addresses available on
the HAC-STK Facebook site.
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Build Awareness. Tell everyone
you know what is happening at
the Hamilton Animal Control.
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Attend Protests & Rallies. Details
to be found on our Facebook site.
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